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AB ST R ACT  

Centrifugal pumps play an essential role in engineering systems since they are widely used in the process and power industries. The 

performance of a centrifugal pump needs to be maximised due to its importance and this depends on the flow structure within the 

pump. The flow structure within a pump is very complex due to the presence of a rotating impeller and its interaction with the volute 

casing. In this paper, a numerical investigation using CFD analysis has been carried out to determine the effect of volute geometry on 

the flow field within a centrifugal pump. The results obtained from the numerical investigation have been validated with the 

experimental data. Further analyses have been carried out to investigate the effect of volute cross-sectional area on the velocity 

distribution. The overall results indicate that the head increases as the volute cross-sectional area increases. 

 

Keywords: Centrifugal pump;  CFD ;  Volute cross-sectional area 
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1. Introduction 

 

Pumps are used to transfer liquids by increasing the energy of 

fluid within in a system. Currently, centrifugal pumps are widely 

used in industrial and residential applications, such as in 

irrigation, sewage, oil refineries, chemical plants, stream power 

plants, food-processing factories, hydraulic power service and 

mining industries [1]. A centrifugal pump consists of two main 

components, an impeller and a volute casing. The impeller is a 

rotating part which supplies mechanical energy to the fluid, 

whereas the volute is a stationary part. In a centrifugal pump, 

water enters  through the eye of impeller then exits radially from 

the volute outlet. Since it is not practical to pursue extensive  

experimentation, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is used as 

it is an effective tool to investigate performance characteristics of 

the pumps, enabling the geometry related effects in the pump to 

be analysed.  

   Many researchers have contributed significantly towards 

revealing the flow mechanisms of the high-performance 

centrifugal pump [1-7] and suggested ways through which 

improvements in performance can be achieved. 

However, some of these studies are focused on the 

implications of impeller design on to the flow characteristics in 

the pump [2-4]. Furthermore, some [3-5] researchers have 

focused on the impact of volute casing design on the flow 

charcateristics, as the volute casing is  another important part of 

the pump that plays a vital role in its overall performance. 

Kelder et al. [3] investigated theoretically and experimentally 

the flow characteristics in the volute for a low specific speed 

centrifugal pump near the design point. The results have shown 

that near the design point of this pump, the core flow behaves 

like a potential flow, provided that no boundary layer separation 

occurs. Chan et al. [4] studied design considerations of volute 

geometry for centrifugal blood pump. The study was carried out 

using two methods, namely, the constant angular momentum 

(CAM) and constant mean velocity (CMV). The study has shown 

that the pressure distributions along the volute circumference is 

non-uniform, and pressure values are higher for the volute 

designed with CAM method as compared to the volute designed 

with CMV method.    

Yang et al. [5] investigated the design of the centrifugal pump 

volute by using computational fluid dynamics (CFD). The results 

have shown that optimal radial gap for the studied parameter is 

15 mm.  

In the present study, CFD tools have been used to carry out 

extensive research on the effects of various geometric 

parameters, such as the cross-sectional area of the volute, on the 

performance of the centrifugal pumps. This aims to develop a 

simple design equation correlating various parameters. The 

effects of these parameters have been explicitly analysed in the 

current design process of the centrifugal pump making this study 

important for the development of design methodology. 

 

2.  Numerical Modelling  

 

The geometry shown in figure 1 is a three-dimensional radial 

centrifugal pump. The modelled geometry consists of a backward 

type impeller with 5 backward curved impeller blades, and a 

volute casing. The dimensions of the pump are shown in table1, 

where the inlet diameter is 50mm, impeller diameter is 217. 

5mm, rotational speed is 2900rpm, number of blades and their  

thickness is 5 and 4mm respectively. Above specifications are 

chosen from the commercially available pump F32/200HA from 

Pedrollo Company in order to compare the results with the 

published experimental data.  

 

 

 

Table 1. Specifications of centrifugal pump impeller 

 

Inlet impeller diameter d1 50mm 

Outlet impeller diameter d2 217. 5mm 

Speed of the impeller N 2900 rpm 

No. of impeller blades 5 

Blade thickness 4mm 

Type of impeller Backward type 

 

 
 

Figure 1 Geometry of the centrifugal pump 

 

   Three different volute flow areas have been used to analyse 

their effect on the flow characteristics. These geometries have 

been modified where the inner wall of the volute is maintained at 

a constant distance of 108.75mm from the centre of impeller 

whilst the outer wall has been offset inward and outward by 5% 

from the original cross-sectional area. The changes made at 5 

different sections of volute are shown in figure 2.   

 

Volute outer wall

Original Volute

5% increased

5% increased

Dimensions in mm

 
 

Figure 2 the location of cross-section within the volute 

 

2.1. Meshing the flow domain  

 

   The model consists of three boundary regions inlet pipe, 

impeller and volute, as shown in figure 3. Tetrahedral mesh has 

Inlet pipe 

Impeller 

Volute 

Outlet 
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been selected for the meshing flow domain. The element size of 

1.2mm has been used in this study, resulting in the total number 

of nodes and elements of 475372 and 2008521 respectively. 

 

volute

impeller

outlet

 
Figure 3 Geometry and the mesh of a five blades Pump impeller 

 

For the numerical analysis, commercial ANSYS CFD – fluent 

code has been used. A Multiple Reference Frame (MRF) model 

with a rotational speed of 2900 rpm in the anti-clockwise 

direction has been used in present investigation. The working 

fluid through the pump is water. The Shear Stress Turbulence 

(SST) model is implemented, which can accurately analyses wall 

shear and provide accurate prediction of the onset and the size of 

separation zone [7]. Turbulence intensity of 5% has been 

considered. 

 

3.  Results 

A numerical analysis has been carried out on the centrifugal 

pump with the cross-sectional area of volute similar to the pump 

specification F32/200HA of Pedrollo Company. Figure 4 and 

table 2 depict the comparison of the results between numerical 

analysis and the experimental data. From table 1, it can be clearly 

seen that the error between the numerical analysis and 

experimental data is around 4%, or less with standard 32 mm 

outlet diameter of volute. This indicates that the selection of the 

number of nodes, elements and boundary condition parameters 

chosen for this study is justifiable. 

 

 
 

Figure 4 comparison performance curves between simulation and 

experimental analysis. 

 

 

 

Table 2. Comparison of total head between experimental and 

simulation analysis 

 

Flow rate 

(m
3
/h) 

6 

 

9 

 

12 

 

15 

 

18 

 

Experimental 

data (m) 

55 52 49 44 38 

Simulation 

(m) 

53.13 51.16 48.35 44.49 39.67 

Error (%) 3.4 1.61 1.32 1.11 4.39 

 
3.1. Pressure Distribution for different   flow rates 

   Figure 5 depicts the variation in static pressure within the 

centrifugal pump. It can be seen that the flow distribution inside 

the centrifugal pump is asymmetric for the given flow condition. 

The static pressure increases gradually from the inlet of impeller 

to the outlet due to the dynamic head generated by the rotation of 

the pump impeller. The maximum static pressure can be noticed 

at volute tongue and outlet areas. The minimum static pressure 

can be observed at the leading edge of the blades on the suction 

side where the total pressure patterns are variable along the 

impeller. 

    

 
 

Figure 5 Pressure distributions for mass flow 15m
3
/h 

3.2. Velocity distribution for different flow rates 

     Figures 6 depict the distribution of velocity magnitude in 

centrifugal pump with different volute flow  areas at flow rate of 

15m
3
/h. It can be seen that the velocity increases from the inlet of 

the impeller to the outlet of the impeller. The velocity seems to 

decrease as it enters the volute, and is at its lowest velocity at the 

outlet of volute. Additionally, it can be seen that the velocity 

magnitude in the volute tends to decrease as the cross sectional 

area increases. 

     

 
              -5%                          origin                              +5% 

  Figure 6 the Velocity magnitude distribution for different cross-

section area and mass flow 15m
3
/h 

 

   Figure 7 depicts tangential velocity in a pump for different 

volute cross-section area at 15m
3
/h mass flow. It can be seen that 

the tangential velocity increases as flow enters the volute, 
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decreases as the flow follows the path of volute and is higher for 

the small cross-sectional area of volute. 

 

 
   -5%                      origin  +5% 

Figure 7 Tangential velocities in a pump for different volute 

cross-section area at 15m
3
/h mass flow  

 

The tangential velocity at each section of the volute has been 

represented in figure 8. Figure 8 depicts that tangential velocity 

decreases as the cross-sectional area increases. Furthermore, it 

also indicates that the tangential velocity increase above 20m/s at 

section 2, which assumed to be due to the sudden change in the 

volute opening. 

 

 
 

Figure 8 Tangential velocities at each section 

 

 

Figure 9 depicts radial velocity in a pump for different volute 

cross-section area at 15m
3
/h mass flow. This indicates that radial 

velocity is higher in the inlet of the impeller. Additionally, it 

shows that radial velocity is lower for the smaller cross-sectional 

area of the volute. 

 
                 -5%                        origin          +5% 

 

Figure 9 Radial velocity distributions for different cross-section 

area and mass flow 15m
3
/h 

 

 

Figure 10 represents the radial velocity at each cross section 

of the volute. The results indicate that the radial velocity is 

comparatively lower than the tangential velocity. Furthermore, 

the results also indicate that the radial velocities at section 2 and 

5 are relatively higher than the other sections in each case. 

 
Figure 10 Radial velocities at each section 

 

 

Figure 11 depicts axial velocity in a pump for different volute 

cross-section area at 15m
3
/h flow rate. It can be seen that axial 

velocity in each case is almost same and much lower compared to 

the tangential velocity. 

 
                  -5%                         origin         +5% 

Figure 11 axial Velocity distributions for different cross-

section area and mass flow 15m
3
/h 

 

 
Figure 12 Axial velocities at each section 

 

Figure 12 depicts axial velocity at each cross section of the 

volute. It can be seen that the axial velocity is much lower 

compared to the tangential and radial velocities. Additionally, the 

axial velocity in section 1 is higher than the other sections. 

Furthermore, the axial velocity is higher for the smaller cross 

sectional area of the volute in section 1. 
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Figure 13 Total head at various flow rates with different cross 

section 

 

Figure 13 and table 3 depict the variation in total head with 

various flow rates and different volute flow areas. The results 

show that total head decreases as the flow rate increases. 

Furthermore, the results also indicate that the total head increases 

with the volute flow area. However, increment in total head is 

minimal at lower flow rates compared to the higher flow rates. 

 

Table 3. Comparison total head between various cross-sectional 

areas of volute 

 

Ratio S/N 
Flow rate 

(m3/s) 

Head 

(m) 

-5% 

1 1.67E-03 52.30 

2 2.50E-03 49.87 

3 3.33E-03 47.09 

4 4.17E-03 43.35 

5 5.00E-03 38.04 

origin 

1 1.67E-03 52.28 

2 2.50E-03 50.00 

3 3.33E-03 47.26 

4 4.17E-03 43.87 

5 5.00E-03 39.37 

5% 

1 1.67E-03 52.39 

2 2.50E-03 50.18 

3 3.33E-03 47.51 

4 4.17E-03 44.23 

5 5.00E-03 40.23 

 

5. Conclusions 

 

   In this study, the effect of various volute flow areas on the 

centrifugal pump performance output has been numerically 

examined and analysed. Following are the main conclusions from 

this study. 

 

 The pressure and the velocity fields in the centrifugal 

pump are highly unsymmetrical and non-uniform.  

 

 The tangential velocity tends to decrease as the volute 

cross-sectional area increases. 

 

 Radial velocity in the volute shows non-uniform 

behaviour in each section of the volute in question. 

 

 Axial velocity in the volute is always minimal.  

 

 Increase in volute cross-sectional area increases the 

performance of the centrifugal pump.  
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